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ABSTRACT
Visual paragraph generation aims to automatically describe a given
image from different perspectives and organize sentences in a co-
herent way. In this paper, we address three critical challenges for
this task in a reinforcement learning setting: the mode collapse,
the delayed feedback, and the time-consuming warm-up for policy
networks. Generally, we propose a novel Curiosity-driven Rein-
forcement Learning (CRL) framework to jointly enhance the diver-
sity and accuracy of the generated paragraphs. First, by modeling
the paragraph captioning as a long-term decision-making process
and measuring the prediction uncertainty of state transitions as
intrinsic rewards, the model is incentivized to memorize precise
but rarely spotted descriptions to context, rather than being biased
towards frequent fragments and generic patterns. Second, since
the extrinsic reward from evaluation is only available until the
complete paragraph is generated, we estimate its expected value at
each time step with temporal-difference learning, by considering
the correlations between successive actions. Then the estimated
extrinsic rewards are complemented by dense intrinsic rewards
produced from the derived curiosity module, in order to encourage
the policy to fully explore action space and find a global optimum.
Third, discounted imitation learning is integrated for learning from
human demonstrations, without separately performing the time-
consuming warm-up in advance. Extensive experiments conducted
on the Standford image-paragraph dataset demonstrate the effec-
tiveness and efficiency of the proposed method, improving the
performance by 38.4% compared with state-of-the-art.
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Three young boys are wearing 
blue uniforms. The are ready 
to play a baseball game. The 
grass is green.
Two men are standing on a 
field. He is wearing a blue shirt. 
The boy is wearing a blue shirt. 
The sky is blue.
Two men are standing on a 
field. He is wearing a blue shirt. 
The men is wearing a white 
shirt. The sky is blue.
Baseline
CRL
A baseball player is squatting
on the field. The catcher is 
catching a ball. The catcher has 
a brown glove on the hand.
Figure 1: An illustration of the mode collapse issue in para-
graph captioning. Baseline model describes two distinct im-
ages with generic descriptions and similar patterns (as high-
lighted in blue), whereas the proposed CRL method gener-
ates diverse and more specific captions to context (as high-
lighted in orange).
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1 INTRODUCTION
With a rapid growth of multimedia data [23, 30], understanding the
visual content and interpreting it in natural language have been
important yet challenging tasks, which could benefit a wide range
of real-world applications, such as story telling [16, 36, 45], poetry
creation [26, 27, 50, 51] and support of the disabled. While deep
learning techniques have made remarkable progress in describing
visual content via image captioning [10, 25, 39, 55], the obtained
results are generally sentence-level, with fewer than twenty words.
Generating such a short description could hardly convey adequate
messages for all subtle objects and relationships, to say nothing of
further pursuing coherence and diversity. Consequently, it is more
natural to depict images in paragraph format [7, 21, 22, 24, 53],
which has been investigated recently.
Generally, existing mainstream paragraph captioning models
[21] follow the encoder-decoder architecture, where the language
decoder is fully supervised to maximize the posterior probability
of predicting each word, given the previous ground-truth sequence
and image representations extracted by the visual encoder. The
word-level cross-entropy objective, in this way, will encourage
the use of exactly the same n-grams that appear in ground-truth
samples, making the paragraph captions lack completeness and
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consistency. Motivated to achieve more diverse and natural de-
scriptions, an emerging line of work [7, 10, 24] combines super-
vised learning with generative adversarial models [10, 24] or auto-
encoders [7], aiming to capture inherent ambiguity of captions with
a low-dimensional Gaussian manifold and model the structure of
paragraphs in a hierarchical way. Nevertheless, existing paragraph
captioning approaches are far from optimal due to two major is-
sues, i.e., the mode collapse and the exposure bias. First, the simple
Gaussianity assumption is not sufficient enough to fully preserve
the ground-truth distribution, many modes of which are under-
represented or missing. For instance, given two distinct pictures
of baseball games as Figure 1 shows, the generated paragraphs by
the baseline model only describe objects and actions with vague
and general words (e.g., “two men”, “standing”) rather than spe-
cific noun entities (e.g., “baseball player”, “catcher”) or vivid verbs
(e.g., “squatting”). Second, the language decoder predicts based on
different inputs during training and testing, i.e., the ground-truth
sub-sequences during training yet its own predictions during test-
ing. This discrepancy as exposure bias severely hurts the model
performance.
Recently, another line of work tackles the exposure bias and takes
advantage of non-differential evaluation feedback by applying rein-
forcement learning, especially the REINFORCE [48] algorithm for
the sentence-level captioning task [8, 25, 28, 39, 55]. This strategy re-
formulates the image captioning as the sequential decision-making
process, where the language policy based on its previous decisions
is directly optimized. Besides, it is more reasonable to achieve long-
term vision and less greedy behaviors by optimizing the sentence-
level evaluation metrics such as BLEU [32], METEOR [11] and
CIDEr [43] instead of the cross entropy loss.
Unfortunately, it is challenging to extend the success to the para-
graph captioning task: (1)Mode Collapse: optimizing evaluation
metrics still does not alleviate the fixed-pattern issue, where the
strategy could be easily tricked by repetition of frequent phrases
and generic representations, yielding less variety of expressions;
(2) Delayed Feedback: the language policy only receives feedback
from the evaluator when the entire sequence is produced, resulting
in high training variance especially with long sequence data like
paragraphs; (3) Time-consuming Warm-up: current reinforce-
ment learning suffers from low sample efficiency, which causes an
unbearable time and computational cost for trial and error. There-
fore, it usually requires long-term supervised pre-training for policy
warm-up.
To address above-mentioned issues, in this paper, we propose a
novel Curiosity-driven Reinforcement Learning (CRL) framework
for diverse visual paragraph generation. Firstly, we design an in-
trinsic reward function (the curiosity module) that encourages the
policy to explore uncertain behaviors and visit unfamiliar states,
thereby increasing the expression variety rather than pursuing lo-
cal phrase matching. In particular, the curiosity module consists
of two sub-networks on top of language policy networks with
self-supervision, i.e., the Action Prediction Network (AP-Net) and
the State Prediction Network (SP-Net). Moreover, the SP-Net mea-
sures state prediction error at each time steps as dense intrinsic
rewards, which are complementary to the delayed extrinsic reward.
Different from conventional reinforcement learning [25, 39] that
simply averages the extrinsic reward to each state, we further adopt
the temporal difference learning [41] to correct the extrinsic re-
ward estimation, considering the correlations of successive actions.
Lastly, to avoid time-consuming warm-up for policy networks, our
algorithm seamlessly integrates discounted imitation learning to
stabilize learning for fast convergence, and gradually weakens su-
pervision signal without shrinking action space.
Overall, our contributions can be briefly summarized as follows:
• To our best knowledge, this is the first attempt to tackle the
visual paragraph generation problem with pure reinforce-
ment learning. Different from the conventional REINFORCE
algorithm, our CRL learning motivates visual reasoning and
language decoding both intrinsically and extrinsically.
• The intrinsic curiosity complements sparse and delayed ex-
trinsic rewards with prediction error measurement, guiding
the agent to fully explore and achieve a better policy.
• Instead of pre-training policy networks with supervised
learning, we jointly stabilize reinforcement learning with
discounted imitation learning for fast convergence.
• We show the effectiveness of the proposed strategy through
extensive experiments on the Standford paragraph caption-
ing benchmark and demonstrate the diversity of generated
paragraphs with a visualization of semantic network graphs.
2 RELATEDWORK
2.1 Sentence-level Captioning with
Reinforcement Learning
Inspired by the recent advances in reinforcement learning, several
attempts have been made to apply policy gradient algorithms to
image captioning task [4, 52, 56], which could generally be catego-
rized into two groups: policy based and actor-critic based. Policy
based methods (e.g., DISC [10], SCST [39], PG-SPIDEr [28], CAVP
[25], TD [8]) utilize the unbiased REINFORCE [48] algorithm which
optimizes the gradient of the expected reward by sampling a com-
plete sequence from the model during training. To suppress high
variance of Monte-Carlo sampling, Self-critical Sequential Training
(SCST) [39] utilizes a baseline subtracted from the return which is
added to reduce the variance of gradient estimation. Rather than
obtaining a single reward at the end of sampling, actor-critic based
algorithms (e.g., Embedded Reward [38], Actor-Critic [55], Adapt
[9], HAL [46]) learn both a policy and a state-value function (“cr-
tic”), which is used for bootstrapping, i.e., updating a state from
subsequent estimation, to reduce variance and accelerate learning
[41]. Different from existing work, the proposed CRL algorithm
learns about a critic from the inner environment, complementing
the extrinsic reward from the perspective of agent learning.
2.2 Paragraph-level Captioning
While sentence-level captioning has been extensively studied, the
problem of generating paragraph-level descriptions still remains
under-explored. Existing solutions include (1) generating sentences
individually with detected region proposals (DenseCap [17]), or
with topic learning via the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (TOMS [31]);
(2) preserving semantic content and linguistic order with hierar-
chical structure (Region-Hierarchical [21]). To further encourage
the coherence and naturalness among successive sentences, this
model was further extended by Liang et al. [24] and Dai et al. [10]
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Figure 2: The general flowchart of the proposed image para-
graph captioning model.
by adopting adversarial learning. To tackle the training difficulties
of Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs), Chatterjee et al. [7]
modeled the inherent ambiguity of paragraphs via a variational
auto-encoder formulation. From another perspective, Wang et al.
[47] leveraged depth estimation to discriminate objects at various
depths and capture subtle interactions.
2.3 Intrinsically Motivated Reinforcement
Learning
In reinforcement learning area, much theoretical work has been
done on improving agent exploration and shaping sparse rewards
via intrinsic motivation [40], where an information-theoretic critic
measures the agent’s surprisal [1, 5, 6, 34] (based on prediction error)
or state novelty [3, 15, 29, 42] (based on counts of visited states),
motivating the agent from the inner environment. Our proposed
algorithm shares the same spirit with the former group. But instead
of testing on simulated games, we, for the first time, adapt the
intrinsic reward and validate its effectiveness and efficiency on a
more practical task, i.e., paragraph captioning.
3 CURIOSITY-DRIVEN LEARNING
The overview of the proposed paragraph captioning framework
is illustrated in Figure 2. We firstly formulate the task of visual
paragraph generation, followed by the introduction of the language
policy network and policy learning. To enhance the agent explo-
ration, two sub-networks of the curiosity module are trained in
a self-supervised manner: the state prediction network (SP-Net)
and the action prediction network (AP-Net). Then, we explain the
detailed calculation for rewards with temporal-different learning,
discounted imitation learning and collaborative optimization for
all objectives.
3.1 Problem Formulation
Our target is to generate the paragraph captiony = {y1,y2, . . . ,yT } ∈
{1, 0}T×D for any given image I , where T denotes the length of
the generated caption and D is the vocabulary size. The proposed
framework follows the general encoder-decoder structure (see Fig-
ure 2), where E-dimensional visual features form local regions v =
{v1,v2, . . . ,vm } ∈ Rm×E are extracted by the Faster RCNN [37] at
the encoding stage. Language sequences are decoded by Recurrent
Neural Networks (RNN) step by step. Different from traditional
settings that directly force the language decoder to mimic ground
truths by using cross entropy loss, our work casts the problem in
reinforcement learning in order to optimize non-differential evalu-
ation metrics (e.g., CIDEr) and suppress the exposure bias. Playing
as the “policy” πθ in a finite Markov decision process (MDP), the
language decoder model parameterized by θ predicts the next word
yt (“action” at ) at time t based on the hidden “state” st . To suppress
the sparsity and delay issues of the extrinsic reward re , the derived
curiosity critic predicts the expected “intrinsic reward” r it at each
time step, which greatly complements and shapes the final reward.
3.2 Visual-Language Policy Network
To adaptively control visual signals and generate context-aware
descriptions, we adopt a double-layer LSTM structure coupled with
attention mechanism as the policy networks (see Figure 2). The first
LSTM layer serves as a top-down visual attention model, taking
the input word yt−1, concatenated with the mean-pooled image
featuresV and previous Z -dimensional state of the language LSTM
s
lanд
t−1 at each time step. Therefore, the state transition for the visual
LSTM is,
svist = LSTM([slanдt−1 ,WTv V ,WTe yt−1], svist−1), (1)
whereWe ,Wv are the learnable weights andwt ∈ {0, 1}D is one-hot
embedding of the input word at the time step t . To further attend
local visual featuresv based on language policy, the weighted visual
features vˆt ∈ RE can be calculated as,
vˆt =
m∑
i=1
softmax(WTα tanh(Wvvi +Whsvist ))vi , (2)
whereWv ,Wh , andWα are the weights to be learned. Obtaining
weighted visual features and the hidden state svist from the at-
tention LSTM, the top-level language LSTM gives the conditional
distribution πθ (yt |·) for the next word yt prediction, i.e.,
πθ (yt |st ) = softmax(Wpslanдt ),
s
lanд
t = LSTM([vˆt , svist ], slanдt−1 ),
(3)
whereWp is the learnable weight. To encourage the agent to ex-
plore rare attended areas and words, we concatenate the state
st = [svist , slanдt ], which will be used in policy learning and dis-
counted imitation learning. To form the complete paragraph, the
distribution can be calculated as the dot product of conditional
distributions from previous steps,
πθ (y1:T ) =
T∏
t=1
πθ (yt |st ). (4)
3.3 Policy Learning
In reinforcement learning, the policy network πθ leverages the
experiences obtained from interacting with an environment to
learn behaviors that maximize a reward signal. Generally, the RL
loss can be presented as,
min
θ
LRL = −Ey∼πθ [Aπθ (s,y)], (5)
where Aπθ (s,y) = Qπθ (s,y) + V πθ (s) is the advantage function.
Qπθ (s,y) stands for the state-action function estimating the long-
term value instead of the instantaneous reward, and V πθ (s) indi-
cates state value function, which serves as the inner critic. The core
idea is to incentivize the policy to increase the probability of actions
that are correct and rarely-seen. s = {s1, s2, . . . , sT } denotes the
concatenated hidden states of the policy network. Based on policy
gradient [41], the gradient of non-differentiable reward-based loss
function can be derived as,
∇θLRL = −Ey∼πθ [Aπθ (s,y)∇θ logπθ (y |s)]
= −
T∑
t=1
Aπθ (st ,yt )∇θ logπθ (yt |st ).
(6)
3.4 Self-supervised State Prediction (SP-Net)
Before estimating the advantage function, we first detail two sub-
networks for the state value functionV πθ (s). The SP-Net is trained
to predict the future state embedding ϕ(st+1) based on the input
action yt , and ϕ(st ), where ϕ(·) indicates the state embedding layer
and helps filter irrelevant memory for the prediction of next state.
The mean-squared error is used as the objective function for SP-Net,
min
θ,θSP ,θϕ
LSP = 12 ∥ϕ˜(st+1) − ϕ(st+1)∥
2
2
ϕ˜(st+1) = G(ϕ(st ),yt ;θSP ),
(7)
where G(·;θSP ) denotes the nonlinear transformation of SP-Net
parameterized by θSP . In this way, the state value function can be
obtained as,
V πθ (s) = ρ2
T∑
t=1
∥ϕ˜(st ) − ϕ(st )∥22 , (8)
where ρ is the hyper-parameter. The prediction error quantifies the
agent uncertainty towards the environment. The policy network
trained to maximize state prediction error will explore transitions
with less experience and high confusion, therefore rare attended
areas and infrequent expressions can be well captured.
3.5 Self-supervised Action Prediction (AP-Net)
Given the transition tuple (st , st+1,yt ), the action prediction net-
work targets at predicting the action yt based on state transition.
The objective of AP-Net can be defined as,
min
θ,θAP ,θϕ
LAP = −
T∑
t=1
q(yt ) log(y˜t )
y˜t = F (ϕ(st ),ϕ(st+1);θAP ),
(9)
where y˜t is the prediction of current action, shown as a softmax
distribution among all possible words. q(yt ) is the real distribution
of action yt and F (·) denotes the nonlinear transformation of AP-
Net parameterized by θAP . The intuition of AP-Net is to learn
state embedding that corresponds to meaningful patterns of human
writing behaviors, suppressing the impact of outliers.
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Figure 3: An illustration of the curiosity module. The blue
and the green dotted line denote the loss calculation forLSP
andLAP , respectively. The orange line shows the calculation
for the intrinsic reward r it .
3.6 Reward Shaping
To encourage an agent to explore its environment for acquiring new
knowledge and guide it to generate accurate and diverse paragraphs,
the overall reward is generated by two parts, dense intrinsic curios-
ity reward r i and sparse extrinsic reward re . The policy network is
expected to maximize the weighted sum of two rewards.
3.6.1 Extrinsic Reward. To improve the fidelity and interpretabil-
ity of the learned paragraph, the extrinsic reward ret is refined as
the linear combination of linguistic measures. Specifically, we select
the most representative and commonly used metrics, i.e., BLEU-4
[32] and CIDEr [43],
ret =
{
a · BLEU-4(y1:T ) + b · CIDEr(y1:T ), if t = T
0, otherwise.
(10)
In our case, the hyper-parameters a and b are empirically set to
1 and 2, respectively. Under such a reward setting, we adopt the
temporal-difference learning TD(λ) [41] to estimate the action-state
function Qπθ (st ,yt ) for each time step,
Gt :t+j = r
e
t + γr
e
t+1 + γ
2ret+2 + . . . + γ
jret+j
Qπθ (st ,yt ) = (1 − λ)
T−t∑
j=0
γ jGt :t+j + λ
T−tGt ,
(11)
where the j-step expected return Gt :t+j is defined as the sum of
expected future rewards from the next j steps. The λ indicates the
trade-off parameter between the future estimation and the current
estimation. The discounted factor γ enables variance reduce by
down-weighting extrinsic rewards. For simplicity, we set λ to 1, and
the overall Q function can be formulated as,
Qπθ (s,y) =
T∑
t=1
T−t∑
j=0
γ jret+j =
T∑
t=1
γT−t reT , (12)
3.6.2 Intrinsic Reward. As discussed in Section 3.4, we train
a state prediction network and calculate the prediction error as
intrinsic reward r i = V πθ (s) (see Equation (8)). Therefore, the
gradient of policy network can be rewritten as,
∇θLRL = −
T∑
t=1
(Qπθ (s,y) +V πθ (s))∇θ logπθ (yt |st ) (13)
= −
T∑
t=1
(γT−t reT +
ρ
2 ∥ϕ˜(st ) − ϕ(st )∥
2
2 )∇θ logπθ (yt |st ).
3.7 Discounted Imitation Learning
A major challenge of the reinforced agent to have a good conver-
gence property is that the agent must start with a good policy at
the beginning stage. The low sample efficiency issue [54] causes
a huge amount of time and computational cost for trial and error.
Existing sentence-level captioning methods [25, 28, 39, 55] with
reinforcement learning apply the cross entropy loss to the language
decoder for warm up, which is defined as,
min
θ
LXE = −
T∑
t=1
logπθ (y∗t |y∗t−1, . . . ,y∗1 ,V ), (14)
where y∗ = {y∗1 ,y∗2 , . . . ,y∗T } is the human-labeled ground-truth.
Despite that supervised learning is essential to initialize the policy
network, it usually consumes a long period of time (e.g., 40 epochs
on Standford dataset), and highly restricts the agent search space,
which probably leads to a local minimum. Therefore, we introduce
the discounted imitation learning at the first epoch of training, then
gradually decrease the loss coefficient η to weaken the supervision.
3.8 Collaborative Optimization
To collaboratively optimize the objectives of reinforcement learning,
the curiosity modules and discounted imitation learning, the overall
learning loss function can be formulated as,
min
θ,θAP ,θSP ,θϕ
LRL + αLAP + βLSP + ηLXE , (15)
where α and β are constant loss coefficients, η is a dynamic scaling
factor that gradually reduces with ten percent decay every epoch.
Notably, we dynamically estimate the intrinsic reward of agent
behavior to shape reward signal, which avoids additional baseline
calculation in the advantage function. The overall algorithm is
shown in the Algorithm 1.
4 EXPERIMENTS
4.1 Settings
4.1.1 Dataset. All state-of-the-art methods and our proposed
method are evaluated on the Stanford image-paragraph dataset [21],
where 14,579 image-paragraph pairs from the Visual Genome and
MS COCO dataset are used for training, 2,490 for validation and
2,492 for testing. The number of unique words in its vocabulary is
12,186. All images are annotated with human-labeled paragraphs
of 67.5 words on average.
4.1.2 Evaluation Metrics. We report the performance of all mod-
els on six widely used automatic evaluation metrics, i.e., BLEU-
{1,2,3,4} [32],METEOR [11] andCIDEr [43]. BLEU-n is defined as
the geometric mean ofn-gram precision scores and CIDEr measures
n-gram accuracy by term-frequency inverse-document-frequency
(TF-IDF). METEOR is defined as the harmonicmean of precision and
Algorithm 1 Pseudo-code of the Proposed CRL Learning.
1: Inputs:
Annotated image-paragraph set
D = {I(n),y∗(n)}Nn=1;
2: Outputs:
Visual-language policy network πθ ;
3: Initialize:
Hyper-parameters: ρ, γ , α , β , η, a, b;
Visual features v fromm regions;
Minibatch sizem and learning rate µ;
4: for k epochs do
5: for T time steps do
6: Sample action at based on policy πθ
7: end for
8: Calculate intrinsic rewards {r it }Tt=1 and state-value function
V πθ (s) in Equation (8);
9: Calculate extrinsic rewards {ret }Tt=1 and action-state func-
tion Qπθ (s,y) in Equation (12);
10: Update parameters θ , θSP , θAP and θϕ by descending sto-
chastic gradients:
11: θ ← θ − µ · ∇θ 1m (LRL + αLAP + βLSP + ηLXE );
12: θAP ← θAP − µ · ∇θAP 1mLAP ;
13: θSP ← θSP − µ · ∇θSP 1mLRL ;
14: θϕ ← θϕ − µ · ∇θϕ 1m (αLAP + βLSP );
15: update the dynamic factor η ← δη;
16: end for
recall of exact, stem, synonym, and paraphrase matches between
paragraphs.
4.2 Baselines
We compare our approach with several state-of-the-art paragraph
captioning methods and one RL-based method.
Sentence-Concat: Two sentence-level captioning models (Neu-
raltalk [18] and NIC [44]) pre-trained on the MS COCO dataset
are adopted to predict five sentences for each given image, which
are further concatenated into a paragraph.
Image-Flat: Different from sentence-concat group, Image-Flat
[44] method directly generates a paragraph word by word, with the
ResNet-152 network [13] for visual encoding and a single LSTM
layer to decode language. DAM-Att [47] couples the encoder-
decoder architecture with attention mechanism, and additionally in-
troduces depth information to enhance recognition to spatial object-
object relationships. TOMS [31] learns topic-transition among mul-
tiple sentences with Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA).
Hierarchical: Region-Hierarchical [21] leverages a hierarchi-
cal recurrent network to learn sentence topic transition and decode
language sentence by sentence. RTT-GAN [24] implements the
hierarchical learning in a GAN [12] setting, where the generator
mimics the human-annotated paragraphs and tries to fool the dis-
criminator. VAE [7] models the paragraph distribution with varia-
tional auto-encoder [20], which preserves the coherence and global
topics of paragraphs. Notably, Liang et al. took advantage of the
local phrases that are predicted by the dense-captioning model [17],
which additionally used training data from the MS-COCO dataset.
Table 1: Performance comparisons using BLEU-{1,2,3,4}, METEOR and CIDEr on Standford Image-paragraph dataset. The hu-
man performance is provided for reference. In our setting, the proposed CRL only optimizes CIDEr and BLEU-4 and achieves
the highest scores compared with state-of-the-art.
Methods Language Decoder Beam Search METEOR CIDEr BLEU-1 BLEU-2 BLEU-3 BLEU-4
Sentence-Concat (Neuraltalk[18]) 1*LSTM 2-beam 12.05 6.82 31.11 15.10 7.56 3.98
Sentence-Concat (NIC[44]) 1*LSTM 2-beam 9.27 7.09 22.31 10.72 4.91 2.32
Image-Flat (NIC[44]) 1*LSTM 2-beam 13.44 14.71 34.80 19.42 10.91 6.03
DAM-Att ([47]) 2*LSTM Greedy 13.91 17.32 35.02 20.24 11.68 6.57
TOMS ([31]) 1*LSTM 3-beam 18.60 20.80 43.10 25.80 14.30 8.40
Region-Hierarchical ([21]) 2*LSTM 2-beam 13.85 10.64 35.58 17.94 9.08 4.49
RTT-GAN ([24]) 2*LSTM 2-beam 17.12 16.87 41.99 24.86 14.89 9.03
VAE ([7]) 2*GRU Greedy 18.62 20.93 42.38 25.52 15.15 9.43
SCST ([39]) 1*LSTM Greedy 16.01 22.74 40.89 23.71 14.43 8.38
CRL 1*LSTM Greedy 17.71 25.03 43.10 26.93 16.65 9.91
CRL 1*LSTM 2-beam 17.42 31.47 43.12 27.03 16.72 9.95
Humans (as in [21]) - - 19.22 28.55 42.88 25.68 15.55 9.66
REINFORCE: For fair comparison, we compare the proposed
framework with the RL-based image captioning method SCST [39].
The model shares the same backbone encoder-decoder structure but
a different reinforcement learning strategy and reward functions.
As it requires supervised warm-up for policy networks, we pre-
train the SCST with the cross-entropy (XE) objective using ADAM
optimizer [19] with the learning rate of 5 × 10−4.
4.3 Implementation Details
Our source code is based on PyTorch [33] and all experiments are
conducted on a server with two GeForce GTX 1080 Ti GPUs.
4.3.1 Data Pre-processing. For textual pre-processing, we first
tokenize all annotated paragraphs, and replace words that appear
less than five times with the unknown <unk> token for the vocabu-
lary. For ResNet Features extraction, we encode each image with
Resnet-101 [13] with a 2048-D vector, while we select topm = 50
salient regions for Region Features with Faster R-CNN [37].
4.3.2 Module Architecture. The AP-Net maps input state st ∈
R2×512 into a state embedding ϕ(st ) ∈ R512 with one fully con-
nected layer and one LeakyReLu layer. The SP-Net takes ϕ(st ) and
512-D embedding for yt as input, then passes it into a sequence of
two fully connected layers with 512 units and 12,186 units.
4.3.3 Parameter Settings. The hidden size, all embedding size for
images and words are fixed to 512. The batch size for non-attention
based models is 32, but 16 for attention-based model. The learning
rate µ is initiated as 6 × 10−4 then decayed by a factor of 0.8 ev-
ery three epochs. The discounted factor δ for discounted imitation
learning is set to 0.9. The hyper-parameter ρ and discounted coeffi-
cient γ are set to 1 and 0.9, respectively. The loss coefficients α and
β are fixed at 0.2 and 0.8. For compared models, the embedding size
of topic vector is set to 100.
4.4 Comparisons with State-of-The-Art
4.4.1 Quantitative Analysis. In this section, we quantitatively
evaluate various paragraph captioning methods using the standard
metrics on the Standford image-paragraph dataset. Here we report
the best performance for every model, along with the specification
of the language model and the search method at inference stage.
Greedy denotes greedy search (equals to 1-beam search) and n-
beam indicates the beam searchwithnmost probable sub-sequence
[35]. Generally, more beams used for inference will lead to better
performance but higher time-cost. From Table 1, we can observe
that our CRL is superior to all the compared paragraph-based and
sentence-based image captioning methods in most cases, especially
improving CIDEr [43] by 38.4% (from 22.74% to 31.47%). With only a
single layer language decoder, we achieve a significant performance
boost over hierarchical methods. Since we select metrics to optimize
paragraph-level quality (e.g., CIDEr), the proposed CRL achieves
relatively lower performance on the uni-gram metric with synony-
mous substitution (e.g., METEOR). Regarding observations on com-
pared methods, Non-hierarchical methods (e.g., Image-Flat [44],
DAM-Att [47] and TOMS [31]) perform much better than simple
concatenation of sentence-level outputs (e.g.,Neuraltalk [18],NIC
[44]), yet they fail to capture the overall structure and topic transi-
tion of paragraphs, thus obtaining a lower performance than hier-
archical approaches (e.g., Region-Hierarchical [21], RTT-GAN
[24] and VAE [7]). Different from ‘Region-Hierarchical’ that simply
concatenates sentences from the bottom LSTM, ‘RTT-GAN’ and
‘VAE’ preserve a better consistency among sentences. The RL-based
method, i.e., SCST [39] with single-layer language decoder achieves
competitive outcomes compared with the hierarchical model [21],
which demonstrates the power of policy optimization. Humans,
as reported in [21], show the results by collecting additional para-
graphs for 500 randomly chosen images. We can see that the results
show a large gap between automatic synthetic captions and natural
language, whereas our proposed CRL with 2-beam search mitigates
the gap and achieves competitive outcomes. Besides, experimental
results verify that CIDEr metric align better with human judgment
than any other evaluation metrics.
4.4.2 Qualitative Analysis. In order to intuitively understand
the performance of the proposed CRL training, we showcase some
outputs with greedy search for randomly selected images in Figure
5, i.e., the paragraphs generated by canonical paragraph captioning
method ‘Region-Hierarchical’ [21], the proposed CRL method and
the RL-based method ‘SCST’ [39]. With comparisons with coun-
terparts, our proposed CRL model generates the paragraph in a
coherent order: the first sentence (in red) tends to cover a global
Table 2: Ablative performance comparisons on Standford image-paragraph dataset. “w/o” indicates without. The best perfor-
mances are shown in boldface.
Methods Policy ResNet Features Region FeaturesMETEOR CIDEr BLEU-1 BLEU-2 BLEU-3 BLEU-4 METEOR CIDEr BLEU-1 BLEU-2 BLEU-3 BLEU-4
CRL w/o RL
FC 13.10 11.18 36.19 17.67 8.41 3.93 13.33 11.83 37.01 18.32 8.77 4.35
Att 13.77 12.34 37.40 20.94 11.48 6.10 13.35 12.23 36.50 19.11 9.28 4.39
Up-Down 14.02 11.46 37.68 19.17 9.34 4.34 14.28 14.10 38.07 20.42 10.57 5.26
CRL w/o intrinsic
FC 15.12 18.31 39.38 21.81 11.84 6.23 15.67 20.14 40.98 23.04 13.44 7.58
Att 15.89 19.07 41.32 24.72 14.04 7.96 15.92 19.12 40.31 24.82 14.36 8.27
Up-Down 15.91 20.45 41.41 24.77 14.40 8.14 16.01 22.74 40.89 23.71 14.43 8.38
CRL
FC 15.53 20.31 39.68 22.66 12.69 6.89 15.87 21.13 40.98 24.30 14.12 7.96
Att 16.13 19.67 41.17 24.18 14.92 8.92 16.11 19.21 41.17 25.00 15.03 8.82
Up-Down 16.71 24.99 41.88 25.24 15.25 9.03 17.71 25.03 43.10 26.93 16.65 9.91
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Figure 4: The curves of language measures on validation set
and average rewards on Standford image-paragraph dataset.
topic or major actions in visual content, followed by several sen-
tences (in blue) to describe the details of the scene. Generally, the
last sentence gives descriptions about objects or environment in
the background, which exactly matches human writing styles. No-
tably, our synthetic paragraphs capture more subtle and accurate
words and relationships, such as ‘platform’ and ‘standing behind
the man’. In contrast, both ‘Region-Hierarchical’ and ‘SCST’ could
barely guarantee the completeness and richness of the generated
paragraphs.
4.5 Ablation Study
In this section, we study the impact of the RL strategy, the policy
network architecture and visual features, respectively. The major
experimental results are shown in Table 2 and the detailed curve of
evaluation metrics and average rewards are illustrated in Figure 4.
4.5.1 RL Training Strategy. By comparing the performance of
each policy used in different methods shown in Table 2, we can
observe that pure supervised learning (CRL w/o RL) drops greatly
on aggregative metrics like CIDEr and multi-gram metrics like
BLEU-{3,4}. Removing the intrinsic reward, CRL w/o intrinsic
tightly follows the learned policy and lacks essential exploration,
thus leading to the sub-optimal performance. Moreover, in Figure 4,
we show detailed curves of BLEU-{3, 4}, CIDEr per training step and
curves of average rewards on validation set based on the ‘Up-Down’
decoder and the ‘Region Features’. From Figure 4, we could observe
that ‘CRL w/o intrinsic’ (as the blue line shows) needs a long-period
warm-up by ‘CRL w/o RL’ (as the green line shows) and sharply
boosts evaluation metrics of the evaluation score after 40 epochs,
and gradually converges afterwards.While our strategyCRL (as the
orange line shows) gains a smooth increase during training, since it
benefits from the power of combining discounted imitation learning
and policy gradient training. Different from ‘CRL w/o intrinsic’, our
CRL method avoids tedious and time-consuming initialization, and
obtains a full exploration and a better policy network. With respect
to the average reward curve, the extrinsic reward achieved by ‘CRL
w/o intrinsic’ climbs fast after pre-training, yet our reward signal
moves a downhill then slowing uphill. This phenomenon is probably
caused by the intrinsic reward, that decreases at very first beginning
as the agent learns to control state transition and linguistic patterns.
Regarding to variance shown in Figure 4, we infer the variance
is mainly introduced by iterative action optimization where the
average reward fluctuates correspondingly. The variance can be
alleviated by gradient clipping or adjusting learning rate. With the
extrinsic rewards that gradually accumulate, the overall reward
slowly increases until the model converges. Moreover, it is clearly
observed that ‘CRL’ achieves faster convergence (around 25 epochs)
compared with ‘CRL w/o intrinsic’ and ‘CRL w/o RL’.
4.5.2 Policy Network Architecture. Regarding to the backbone
language decoder, we switch the policy networks from FC (vanilla
LSTM [14]), to Att (attention-based LSTM [49]), to Up-Down
(attention-based LSTM + language LSTM [2]) for comparison. By
comparing each method under different training policies, it is clear
that the ‘Up-Down’ model achieves a higher performance among
all metrics, as it dynamically attends on local areas of images and
captures more visual details. In particular, the ‘Up-Down’ model
trained with the proposed curiosity-driven RL averagely increase
the CIDEr score by 16.36% and 97.89%, the BLEU-4 score by 14.59%
and 98.23% compared with the ‘CRL w/o instrinsic’ and ‘CRL w/o
RL’, respectively.
4.5.3 Visual Features. In addition to the evaluation considering
the impact of visual features, we also list the performance based
on ResNet Features and Region Features (see Section 4.3.1 for
details). From the Table 2, we can draw the observation that ‘Re-
gion Features’ contribute positively to the captioning model, which
enriches the visual recognition and representations. Compared
Region - Hierarchical OursSCST
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Figure 5: Paragraphs generated for the images from the Standford image-paragraph dataset. It is observed that our generated
paragraphs associated with logic and coherence, i.e., starting with the global sentence marked in red, followed with the details
in blue and the background description in green.
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Figure 6: Visualization of diversity of the generated paragraphs by (a) RL-based method SCST [39] (b) our proposed CRL
method (c) human-beings with semantic network graphs. Each node with different color indicates the unique token with
various part-of-speech (POS) tags. Edges show the proximity relationship between tokens.
with other language networks, the ‘Up-Down’ architecture is more
sensitive to the selection of visual features.
4.6 Diversity Analysis
To shed a quantitative light on the linguistic property of generated
paragraphs, we randomly select 500 images from the test set of
the Stanford image-paragraph dataset, and show the statistics of
the paragraphs produced by a representative spread of methods in
Figure 6. We visualize the semantic graphs of language distribution
with a d3-force package in JavaScript. In each semantic graph, each
node indicates a unique token from the vocabulary, with different
colors to show the associated part-of-speech (POS) tagging. For
instance, blue demonstrates Noun in singular form (NN), red shows
Determiner (DT) and orange indicates Verb, Gerund or Present Par-
ticiples (VGB). The edge between two nodes presents the proximity
relationship of two words. It is worth noting that the massiveness of
semantic graphs imply the diversity and richness of generated para-
graphs in an intuitive way. The Ground-truth graph (in Figure
6(c)), annotated by human beings, contains the most comprehensive
relationships and extensive object entities. Even though there is
still a gap between synthetic paragraphs and real natural language,
our generated paragraphs by CRL (in Figure 6(b)) have a much
wider vocabulary compared with the one generated by RL-based
method SCST (in Figure 6(a)).
5 CONCLUSION
In this work, we propose an intrinsically motivated reinforcement
learning model for visual paragraph generation. Towards generat-
ing diverse sentences with coherence, the proposed CRL mines the
human writing patterns behind long narratives and well captures
precise expressions by modeling the agent’s uncertainty of the envi-
ronment. Distinguishing our work from conventional policy-based
and actor-critic based reinforcement learning methods, it alleviates
the sparse reward and low exploration issues and thus encourages
the agent to fully explore rare states and obtain a better policy.
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